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Climate communication beyond promoting problem awareness –
improving the relationship between science, politics and society
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The role of science (communication) in society

▪ Role of science: producing new knowledge, search for 
the “truth”

▪ participation in decision-making as democratic basic 
right → important prerequisite: knowledge of the 
important facts and positions

▪ transparent and proper communication and active 
information of the public about current research results 
as prerequisite to inform about policy options and their 
risks

Weingart, P. & Wormer, H. (2016). Wissenschaftskommunikation als demokratisches Grundprinzip. Technikfolgenabschätzung  - Theorie und Praxis (25)1, 8-16.
Weingart, P. (2014). Die Stellung der Wissenschaft im demokratischen Staat. Freiheit der Wissenschaft und Recht auf Forschung im Verfassungsrecht. In M. Franzen, A. Jung, D. Kaldewey & J. Korte (Hrsg.), 
Zeitschrift für theoretische Soziologie (S. 305-329). Beltz: Juventa. 
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Scientists as valued and credible sources

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/05/world/europe/scientists-coronavirus-heroes.html
https://wissenschaftsbarometer.ch/en/science-barometer-switzerland/

Science Barometer 
Switzerland
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Problem awareness regarding global warming is high

Gomm, S., Quoß, F., Amberg, S., Bruker, J., Linder, J., Maissen, P., Walder, C., Wäger, P., Wehrli, S., Bernauer, T. (2022). Schweizer Umweltpanel: Welle 7 -
Basisbefragung. Zürich.

Swiss Environmental 
Panel 2021
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So everything is fine, isn't it? 
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Climate protection: too slow and too little

„I don‘t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to feel
the fear every day. I want you to act. I want you to act like you would in 
a crisis. I want you to act like your house is on fire, because it is.“

Greta Thunberg
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Politicization and strategic use of scientific evidence

https://pacinst.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/selective_use_climate_update3.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-017-0183-5
https://www.wsj.com/articles/climate-science-is-not-settled-1411143565
https://weltwoche.ch/story/warum-ich-nicht-mehr-an-den-menschengemachten-klimawandel-glaube/
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-01018-9

Scientists are attacked
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So everything is fine, isn't it? No, it isn’t 

1. climate protection is too slow and too little

2. politicization and strategic use of scientific evidence to pursue certain political goals

3. (climate) scientists, who are publicly visible, are increasingly attacked
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Climate change as „wicked“ problem

https://blogs.cranfield.ac.uk/design/designing-for-wicked-problems/
https://thewire.in/environment/climate-change-wicked-problem
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Politics is not science and science is not politics

▪ politics and science follow different logics
▪ politics: negotiation of solutions on the basis of different values and interests

▪ science: knowledge generation on the basis of specific research gaps using scientific methods

▪ science has no competence to demand or reject certain policies or lifestyles

▪ BUT: Science can analyze the chances and/or risks of certain policy options and make
the associated costs transparent & 

▪ science can counter emotional/ideological debates with verifiable facts
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Different roles scientists can play in public debates

1. pure scientist

2. science arbiter

3. honest broker

4. issue advocate

Challenge: To define one’s own role as a scientist

Pielke, R. A. jr. (2007). The honest broker. Making sense of science in policy and politics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Schrögel, P. & Humm, C. (2021). Science communication, advising, and advocacy in public debates. In A. Leßmöllmann, M. Dascal & T. Gloning (Hrsg.), Handbook of Science Communication. 
Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton.
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Politicization of science

▪ politicization of science can be defined as the process of using scientific knowledge, 
scientific evidence, or scientific experts to pursue certain political goals, e.g.
▪ to better understand a particular scientific topic

▪ to make evidence-based political decisions

▪ to legitimize one’s political goals with the help of scientific evidence

▪ to attack one’s political opponents

▪ or simply to prevent political regulations by pointing out that scientific uncertainty is still too high

→ strategic (communicative) action to pursue certain political goals

Challenge: To participate in public debates without being drawn into value-driven political conflicts

.
Schmid-Petri, H., Bienzeisler, N. & Beseler, A. (2022). Effects of politicization on the practice of science. In T. Bolsen & R. Palm (Hrsg.), 
Progress in molecular biology and translational science (volume 188). Molecular Biology and Clinical Medicine in the Age of Politicization (pp. 
45-64). Cambridge, MA: Elsevier.
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Knowledge-behaviour gap
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What could be possible solutions?
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What science can do to improve the relationship between science, 
politics and society

▪ Take greater account of the political logic
→ Separation between scientific statements and political value judgments in science 
communication

▪ Increased interdisciplinary work and more integration of disciplines other than natural 
sciences

▪ Aggregation of scientific knowledge, not only in the field of natural sciences
→ In synthesizing the scientific evidence and evaluating policies, the use of Big Data 
methods and machine learning becomes indispensable

▪ Increased science communication about possible solutions and their implementation –
increased communication about “best cases”
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What science can do to improve the relationship between science, 
politics and society

▪ Reflect on one's own role and make it transparent

▪ Expect and prepare for attacks and assaults

https://www.un.org/en/hate-speech/take-action/engage#:~:text=React,the%20content%20of%20the%20statement.
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Conclusion and discussion

▪ Contemporary complex risk societies require science to raise ist voice

▪ Orchestrated efforts to communicate aggregated evidence as promising strategy to
solve societal challenges and for policy advice

▪ Communicating scientists must be ready for and resilient against public controversy

“Success of scientific policy advice often occurs only on a small scale or in the long 
term; maximum scientific solutions never become immediate political practice. 
This is not a failure of scientific policy advice, but the result of integration 
processes between politics and science.” (Böcher, 2022, own translation)
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Thank you very much for your attention!

Contact:
Hannah.Schmid-Petri@uni-passau.de


